A topological space is called "rigid" if its autohomeomorphism group is trivial. In (1), de Groot and McDowell showed that there are rigid, 0-dimensional spaces of arbitrarily high cardinality but left open the question of whether or not there are compact, rigid, 0-dimensional spaces of arbitrarily high cardinality, pointing out that an affirmative answer implies the existence of arbitrarily large Boolean rings with trivial automorphism groups. In this paper we construct a class of rigid, 0-dimensional spaces X a of arbitrary infinite cardinality and show that their Stone-Cech compactifications /3X a are also rigid, thus answering the above question affirmatively.
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For every ordinal number /3, let Xp = {/3} X [0, c/[. For the least ordinal number a of any given infinite cardinality, let se f a be the set of all non-limit ordinal numbers less than a and let X a = \J {X$: fi Ç s/ a ). We claim that there is an injection <p: X<* -±s/ a such that <p((fi, y)) > 0 for all (0, 7) G X a . To see this, observe that since card s/ a = card a = card a • card a,Jxf a = \J{Së p\ 0 < a}, where the Se\ are disjoint sets of cardinality card a. Furthermore, since a is the first ordinal number of cardinality card a, we have card (^3 -[0, j3]) = card a for all /3 < a. However, cardCco' 3 ) ^ card co S carda for /3 < co and card (a/) = card P < card a for co : § fi < a. Hence, the desired <p can be obtained by letting <p\Xp, /3 < a, be any injection into 3è\ - [0, &] . Note that since card X a ^ cardJ^« = card a, the existence of such a ç shows that card X a = card a. Now, given such a cp, we partially order X a by requiring x ^ y if and only if there is a finite sequence %i, x 2 , . . . , x n G X a such that
x n and y belong to the same X$ with x n ^ y in the natural order on Xp, (3) 1 < k g n => x^_i 6 X^X k) . As an immediate consequence of the fact that the sequence Xi, x 2 , . . . , x n is uniquely determined except for length by x, we note for future reference that any two elements of X a with a common predecessor must be comparable.
In all that follows we write X for X a whenever it seems convenient to do so. 
is the desired partition, it clearly suffices to show that £1 is closed. However, for any x' G £1 there is a (x', F') £^V{x r ) such that <x', F) H £1 = 0. Now if 2 G <*', F) H £ b then s G <*', F) C\ (x, F*> for some x G £1. Therefore, since x and x' have the common predecessor z, they must be comparable. However, if x < x', then, since x G (x', F'), there is a jf F such that x ^ y, and hence 2 ^ ;y, which contradicts z G (x r , F'). Similarly, x' < x leads to a contradiction. Hence, (x', Y') C\ £1 = 0 so that £1 is closed, as asserted. Now it follows immediately from the above observations that X is completely regular and (2, Theorem 16.17) O-dimensional in the sense of (2). As a consequence (2, Theorem 16.11), dim fiX = 0. thus we can assume that T Cl Y. Now since 7 < <p(x), we have fe r (x) = <p(x). Moreover, since T Ç F, it follows that /z r (x) ^ h Y (x). Therefore,
THEOREM 1. Suppose that a is the first ordinal number of any given infinite cardinality and X = X a is the ^-dimensional space of cardinality card a described above. Then for any x G X we have k x (x) = <p(x). Consequently, for any distinct xjfl, U e ^V(x) A V G oY(y) => (U, x) nu (V, y). In particular, X is
5 = h[ 0> j](w 5 ) = h T (x) S <p(x). Hence, k x (x) ^ cp(x). But clearly ([0, «*<*>], co* (:c) ) -(^( x) U {x}, x). Hence, k x (%) = ç(x).
LEMMA 3. Suppose that Y is a completely regular space such that Y -{x\ is not C*-embedded in Y for any x G F. Then Y and /3F have isomorphic autohomeomorphism groups.
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to show that any autohomeomorphism / of /3 F carries F onto F. Thus, suppose that Y' = f(Y) ^ F. Then we can assume that there is an x G Y -Y' (otherwise, replace F and / by Y f and / _1 , respectively). Now (2, problem 9N.1), F -{x} is C*-embedded in /3Y -{x}. However, Y' Q pY -{x} and 07' = 0Fso that 0F -{x} is C*-embedded in 13 Y. Therefore, F -{x} is C*-embedded in /3F, and hence in F, contrary to hypothesis.
Remark. The essence of the above proof is given in (2) Proof. The rigidity of fiX will follow from Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 provided we show that X -{x} is not C*-embedded in X for any x G X. Thus, consider any x G X. Then <p(x) = ft + 1 for some ordinal number f3, and hence w ?oo = co* 3 • co. Now define/: X -{x} -» R by setting f(y) = ( -l) n , where n is the least integer such that y ^ (<p(x), co' 3 • n), if such an integer exists, and f(y) = 0 otherwise. Then/ G C*(X -{x}) but/ cannot be extended to x. To verify the cardinality of j3X a we require a D G */^ such that card D = card a. Clearly, we may take D = {(<^ ((1, n) ), 0): w < co} if a = co. If a > co, then we assert that 3f -S$ a -<p(X a ) has card 2f = card a. Suppose the contrary; let fi be the first infinite ordinal number with card /3 è card Qf and let 7 be the first ordinal number with card 7 > card £. Then 7 ^ a so that 
